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INTRODUCTION

MEASURES

Crosslinguistically, onset-sensitive categorical weight criteria are rare
(Gordon 2005). However, onset characteristics still predict syllable behavior
in languages where onsets do not participate in categorical weighting
criteria, an effect which is argued to be phonetically motivated (Kelly 2004,
Ryan 2014). This production study demonstrates the stress-independent
acoustic properties of onsets that may be responsible for these effects in
American English.

SINGLE ONSET VOICING

Measures Normalized…
• Relative to Word Duration:
• Segment Duration
• Total Onset Duration
• Total Rime Duration
X (ms)
Calculated:
Word Duration (ms)

HYPOTHESES

• Timing relative to Vowel Onset
and Word Duration:

Goedemans (1998) and Ryan (2014) find that the syllable’s perceptual
center (p-center, Morton et al. 1979) advances earlier in the syllable
when there are more onset segments.

• Intensity maximum
• F0 maximum

What are possible acoustic correlates of the p-center?
• Intensity maximum, F0 maximum, Δ-intensity maximum
Predictions:
earlier intensity maximum
More onset segments
earlier F0 maximum
Voiceless onset segments
earlier Δ-intensity maximum

• Δ-intensity maximum
Each of these timing measures
calculated as the difference in time
between it and the vowel onset,
divided by word duration.

→

MATERIALS & METHODS
Vowel Rhyme Example
æ
/æp/ rap, trap, strap
/æʃ/
ash, rash
ɪ
/ɪl/
ill, shill, shrill
/ɪŋk/ ink, sink
/ɪm/
rim, trim
/ɪp/
rip, trip, strip
u
/ud/
crude, screwed
ə
/əm/ rum, drum
/əg/
rug, shrug
ɑ
/ɑt/
ought, taught
/ɑf/
cough, scoff
oʊ /oʊθ/ oath, both
/oʊk/ oak, soak
aɪ
/aɪl/
isle, mile
eɪ
/eɪp/ ape, cape
/eɪt/
ate, Kate
/eɪl/
ale, kale
/eɪm/ aim, fame
/eɪn/ rain, train, strain
/eɪk/
ache, rake

• 19 native speakers of
American English
• 160 targets
• Monosyllabic
• Monomorphemic
• Varying in number of
onset segments (0-3)
• Each target matched
at least one other
target in all but one
onset segment (see
Examples)

Dashed Line: Beginning of Vowel

What is Δ-intensity? The instantaneous slope
at each timepoint along the intensity contour,
calculated using a smoothed finite difference
approximation of the first order derivative.

(E.g. Values prior to vowel onset
are negative.)

• All normed measures are
unitless values [0,1].

Analysis: For each measure, Kruskal-Wallis tests were conducted to assess difference
in measure distribution across onset complexities. A significant Kruskal-Wallis test
was followed by a Bonferroni-corrected Dunn’s post hoc test for significance.

Single Onsets: voiceless → later and steeper increase in intensity
• In languages with onset-sensitive weight criteria, voiceless
onsets are heavier than voiced.
• Value of max(Δ-intensity) more consistently patterns with
segment-level characteristics of syllable weight than its timing
(see below ↓)

CONSTITUENT DURATION

Δ-INTENSITY

As onset complexity increases,
vowel duration disproportionately
decreases (c.f. Ryan 2014).

• 40 disyllabic fillers
Dashed Line: Beginning of Vowel

• Spoken in the carrier:
“Please say __ again.”

INTENSITY MAXIMUM TIMING
CONCLUSIONS
Onset segments impact syllable realization through:
• A compensatory trade-off in duration with the rime
• Intensity contour: earlier timing of intensity peak and
greater maximum rate of change.

More onset segments
→ earlier intensity maximum

More onset segments → earlier and steeper
increase in intensity
Dashed Line: Beginning of Vowel

